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Abstract

This article examines the emergence of a national transgender rights movement in the
United States in the latter half of the twentieth and first decade of the twenty-first cen-
tury. Drawing on newly available materials from the Trans Equality Archive at the
National Center for Transgender Equality in Washington, DC, this study shows that
the transgender movement has been neither wholly independent of the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) movement, nor simply a subdivision of it. Through
a process of hybridization, the transgender movement became simultaneously its own
independent movement and a constituent of the LGBT movement. In building this
argument, this article tells an untold story about the history of the movement. First, I
narrate the emergence of a shared transgender collective identity separate from LGB
identity. Second, I describe the burgeoning of a transgender movement and detail its
continued distinction from the LGB movement. Third, I explain how the transgender
movement pushed to turn the “LGB” movement into the “LGBT” movement, while
still maintaining its independence. The article sheds light on the complex dynamics of
contention among national advocacy organizations that gave shape to the contemporary
transgender rights movement. It also contributes to the scholarship by tracing the distinc-
tive evolution of the national transgender movement, which has operated alongside
grassroots trans movements.

Introduction

In the summer of 2019, as the world prepared to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the Stonewall rebellion credited with launching the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT) movement, debates about who “threw the first brick”
reached a boiling point. It had become popular to credit Marsha P. Johnson
and/or Sylvia Rivera—a Black trans woman and a Latina trans woman, respec-
tively—with sparking the rebellion by throwing a brick at the police officers
raiding the Stonewall Inn. (Or maybe it was a handbag, or a shot glass, or a
Molotov cocktail; it depends on the storyteller.) In a 2018 episode of the
Comedy Central program Drunk History, for example, Crissle West described a
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scene in which Johnson and Rivera stood up to two police officers, with
Johnson throwing a shot glass at a mirror, thereby launching a riot. When
Stonewall, Roland Emmerich’s 2015 flop, credited a fictional white gay boy from
the cornfields of Indiana with throwing the first brick, there was a flurry of out-
rage and the press criticized how the film “whitewashed” the true history.1

LGBT activists rallied against the film, even earning recognition as “the
Stonewall Rioters” as finalists for The Advocate’s 2015 Person of the Year.

The problem is, the myth of Stonewall is just that—a myth.2 It was not the
first riot (that honor likely goes to the 1959 Cooper Do-nuts riot in Los
Angeles), it didn’t launch the LGBT rights movement (organizations like the
Daughters of Bilitis and the Mattachine Society were founded in the 1950s),
and, perhaps most upsettingly, no bricks were thrown.3 Johnson did not arrive
until 2AM on the night of the riots and thus could not have sparked them, and
Rivera wasn’t there at all.4 The rewriting of the Stonewall myth to center
Johnson and Rivera reflects contemporary struggles over transgender inclusion.
It is about including trans people (and, in particular, trans people of color)
because they have been systematically excluded and centering them because
they’ve been relegated to the periphery.5 It is an act meant to say that trans peo-
ple are vital to the LGBT community and should be valued within it. What this
understandable symbolic rewriting does, however, is mask the history of struggle
between gay men and lesbians and trans people, and the divisions between their
movements. It obscures the decades of work that went into converting the “LG
movement” into the “LGBT movement.” And it erases the work of the inde-
pendent transgender movement that took form after Stonewall, developed its
own cultures, institutions, and practices, and persists today.

This article presents a different history of the US transgender movement—
one that abandons the mythic pretenses of Stonewall and calls attention to the
decades of separation and conflict between the LGB and the T portions of the
acronym. As I argue, the transgender movement is neither wholly independent
of the LGBT movement, nor simply a subdivision of it. The transgender move-
ment is simultaneously its own independent movement and a constituent of the
LGBT movement, and the establishment of this status quo required a process of
hybridization. Drawing on newly available materials from the Trans Equality
Archive at the National Center for Transgender Equality in Washington, DC,
this article aims to answer the question, how did the national transgender rights
movement in the United States come into being?6 In doing so, the article nar-
rates the process of hybridization that established the contemporary status quo
and tells an untold story about the history of the movement.

My work draws broadly on the political process theory of social movements
and, more specifically, the influential work of social historian and social move-
ment theorist Charles Tilly.7 In Tilly’s words:

A social movement is a sustained series of interactions between national power-
holders and persons successfully claiming to speak on behalf of a constituency
lacking formal representation, in the course of which those persons make
publicly-visible demands for changes in the distribution or exercise of power,
and back those demands with public demonstrations of support.8
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Worth noting here are Tilly’s emphases on national, rather than local, power-
holders and on movements seeking inclusion in the political processes of state.
From this theoretical perspective, the US transgender rights movement consists
of those organizations that interface with federal powerholders to demand social,
political, and economic change while successfully claiming to speak on behalf of
transgender citizens across the country. Similarly, the LGB(T) movement con-
sists of those organizations that interface with federal powerholders to demand
change while successfully claiming to speak on behalf of LGB(T) citizens.

In maintaining a focus on the emergence of a national transgender rights
movement in the United States, this article builds upon, yet stands apart from,
other histories of transgender activism coming out of transgender studies, critical
theory, and cultural studies that have conceived of “social movements” in more
colloquial terms, describing the work of decentralized activists engaging in col-
lective (often more militant) action at local levels.9 These studies typically trace
the origins of the transgender movement to transgender street activism of the
1970s in places like New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco and to the emer-
gence of local and grassroots organizations in the late 1990s and early 2000s that
claimed to originate in that tradition, while being highly critical of the
“nonprofit industrial complex” in which formal social movement organizations
(like those centered in the political process perspective) participate.10 My argu-
ment sets aside these concerns not in tacit rejection of the anti-statist and
anti-liberal strain of thought that runs through this work, but because the more
formal movement organizations that focused their activism on the state and
other institutions of social, cultural, political, and economic power have had
significant, under-examined influence on the contours of transgender history.
As such, this article aims to round out scholarly understandings of the history of
the transgender movement field by tracing the distinctive evolution of the
national movement during the past half century, which has operated alongside
the wider grassroots trans movement typically centered in the literature.

The article unfolds as follows. I first demonstrate that, counter to conven-
tional wisdom, the transgender movement did not originate within or concur-
rently with the LGB movement, but rather emerged separately and over a
longer period. From there I proceed to narrate the emergence of a shared trans-
gender collective identity separate from LGB identity and the consequent coher-
ence of a transgender proto-movement. Then I describe the burgeoning of a
robust transgender movement and detail its continued distinction from (and
opposition to) the LGB movement. Finally, I analyze the so-called “ENDA
crisis” and explain how the transgender movement pushed to turn the “LGB”
movement into the “LGBT” movement while still maintaining its independence
and autonomy.

Prehistory: Origins of the Gay and Lesbian/Transgender Schism

The schism between gay men and lesbians and transgender people is parti-
ally attributable to the fact that the transgender community emerged from the
intertwining of three separate threads of identity: (1) gay “street queens,” drag
queens, and other gender-variant figures, who were pushed out of the LG com-
munity in the era of (post-)Stonewall politics; (2) heterosexual transvestites,
who viewed themselves as distinct from homosexual “deviants”; and (3)
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transsexuals, who formed loose communities around medical providers while
largely trying to blend undetected into heterosexual society.11 Importantly, the
latter two categories mostly consisted of middle- and upper-class white people
aspiring to “respectability,” while the first group included more working-class
people and people of color considered beyond the scope of respectability.

Transsexuality emerged as a mode of identification distinct from transves-
tism even before it had a name. By the 1930s, the popular press was publishing
accounts of medical innovations in sexual transformation, largely pioneered by
German physician Magnus Hirschfeld at the Institut für Sexualwissenschaft in
Berlin. These reports provided exemplars to would-be transsexuals throughout
Europe and North America. These medical marvels were discussed in popular
magazines and sexological journals and the doctors whose work was covered
were inundated with letters begging for (often experimental) treatment. Letter
writers emphasized the necessity of transition and their difference from mere
cross-dressers and fetishistic transvestites, whose deviance they did not share.12

In the 1940s, fueled by the possibility of medical transition, would-be transsex-
uals increased pressures for medical access, and those who received it pushed for
legal recognition of their genders. Communities formed around the few places
such medical treatment could be accessed, but otherwise people seeking treat-
ment did so in isolation.13 The label “transsexual” finally emerged as a category
of self-identification in the late 1940s, popularized by German-American endo-
crinologist Harry Benjamin.

Concurrent with these developments, gay men and lesbians began to associ-
ate more freely in urban environments, developing their own collective identity.
With post-war demobilization and transformations in the labor market, veterans
and civilians alike moved into major cities, where they socialized in gay bars,
launched gay media outlets, and developed shared gay consciousness.14 In Los
Angeles, the gay male Mattachine Society was founded in 1950, while in 1955
the lesbian Daughters of Bilitis formed in San Francisco. From there the homo-
phile movement expanded, laying the groundwork for the LG movement to
come. Yet while people we would today consider transgender participated in
these urban communities, they were excluded from the movement. Though
homophile organizations were not explicitly opposed to transgender people, they
viewed transgender concerns as “parallel rather than intersecting, at least parti-
ally due to the central role gender normativity played in the homophile move-
ment’s public politics of respectability.”15

Amid the increasing visibility of both transsexuality and homosexuality in
the middle of the twentieth century, transvestites found themselves increasingly
lumped in with one group or the other by the mainstream. But transvestites
were distinct from transsexuals because they did not want access to transition-
related medical treatment and from homosexuals because they largely identified
as heterosexual. According to Hill, they wanted to let “the ‘girl-within’. . . find
expression, but only periodically and in moderation.”16 Indeed, male transves-
tites often strove to convince their families and therapists they were neither
transsexuals nor closeted gay men. For several decades, transvestites would
organize separately and exclusively via specialized publications, like Transvestia;
sorority-style chapter organizations, like the Society for the Second Self (Tri-
Ess); and regional conferences like Fantasia Fair, Be All You Can Be, and
Southern Comfort.17
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The gay liberation movement, for its part, did not want much to do with
trans people either. After Stonewall, a national movement launched in the form
of the Gay Liberation Front (GLF), a broad-based coalition of gay men, lesbians,
street queens, and other sexual radicals. The GLF expanded across the country
quickly, but within six months fissures began to show. On one side were those
who felt GLF was dominated by white, middle-class gay men, while women,
street queens, people of color, and working-class people were pushed aside.18 On
another were those who felt GLF was too antiestablishment in its politics.19

This latter group formed the Gay Activist Alliance (GAA), which quickly
came to dominate the movement and convert it to the cause of “gay rights.”
Whereas trans people had made a place for themselves in GLF under the auspi-
ces of a “drag queen caucus,” they were explicitly excluded from and by GAA.20

As it became clear that trans people would be excluded from the first
Christopher Street Liberation Day march and the blossoming gay liberation
movement more generally, separate trans organizations began to emerge in
1970, including Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR), the
Queens Liberation Front, Transsexual Activism Organization, and Radical
Queens. From then on, the tenor changed and the rift between gay men and les-
bians and trans people was no longer about trans exclusion from the movement,
but about outright anti-transness. At the 1973 pride rally in Washington Square
Park, for instance, Jean O’Leary of GAA took the stage to ridicule Rivera and
denounce drag queens as offenses to womanhood.21 Lesbian Feminist
Liberation, an organization founded by O’Leary, handed out flyers denouncing
“female impersonators” and imploring attendees to “keep queens off the stage.”22

Rivera fought her way onto the stage amid boos from the crowd to admonish
attendees for the movement’s treatment of trans people. Following the incident,
Rivera disbanded STAR and left the movement for the next 20 years.

Much of the post-Stonewall drive to exclude trans people centered on
panics about trans womanhood (the echoes of which are heard in contemporary
discourse). Two key incidents of trans-exclusion in the 1970s focused on Beth
Elliott, a trans lesbian folk singer, who was vice president of the San Francisco
Daughters of Bilitis (DoB) and a writer for the newsmagazine The Lesbian Tide. In
1972, Elliott was forced out of her position with DoB—and out of the organiza-
tion altogether—after a group of “[n]ew, young members, politicized through
adherence to an emerging separatist politics,” demanded her removal on the
grounds that transsexual women are not women and cannot be lesbians.23 The
Lesbian Tide, encouraged by those in DoB who supported Elliott, printed a state-
ment affirming the womanhood of transsexual women and advocating for trans-
inclusion in lesbian organizations, but the tides of the lesbian movement had
already shifted.24 The second incident involving Elliott occurred the next year
at the West Coast Lesbian Conference. Elliott was scheduled to perform, but
two women stormed the stage, grabbed the microphone, and screamed into it
that Elliott should not be allowed to perform because she was a transsexual and,
therefore, a rapist. That night, Robin Morgan, author of Sisterhood is Powerful,
rewrote her keynote speech, which was meant to be on the conference theme of
unity, to instead denounce lesbians who would work with “men” and decrying
transsexuals. As Enke recounts, “Morgan attacked Beth Elliott as ‘a male trans-
vestite, an opportunist, an infiltrator, and a destroyer with the mentality of a
rapist.’”25
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These ideas about trans women gained wider circulation through the work
of Janice Raymond. Raymond rose to fame off her 1979 book The Transsexual
Empire: The Making of the She-Male, a vitriolic screed that reproduced Morgan’s
claim that trans women perpetrated “rape” by transitioning and entering wom-
en’s spaces. The primary figure of her outrage was Sandy Stone, a trans woman
sound engineer who, having worked with music legends like Jimi Hendrix, left
the mainstream music industry to work for the independent lesbian record label
Olivia Records in 1974. In 1976, Raymond circulated a draft chapter of her
book among the Olivia Records collective, accusing Stone of working toward
the destruction of Olivia in specific and womanhood in general with her “male
energy.” While Olivia Records stood by Stone, whom they had known from the
outset was transgender, Stone chose to leave the label in 1979 to avoid the
mounting political tensions sparked by Raymond and her book.26

Transgender men, for their part, found themselves in a similar position of
exclusion from LG spaces, but also faced secondary exclusion from transgender
spaces, which centered on transgender women or male transvestites.27 Working
to redress this invisibility and exclusion, Lou Sullivan, a prominent advocate for
transgender medical care access, founded FTM (now FTM International) in San
Francisco in 1986. The organization spread nationally and helped form an
organized trans male community by the early 1990s.28

By the start of the 1990s, then, fragments of transgender collectivity had
emerged, and they were considerably distant from the LG community. But these
collectives had thus far failed to organize a coherent movement. Consequently,
those who envisioned social and political change for transgender people saw
inclusion in LG activism as the most likely path to success.29 They fought, for
instance, for inclusion in the 1993 March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay, and
Bi Equal Rights and Liberation, lobbying to include “transgender” in the name
of the march.30 When the final votes came and it was announced that
“transgender” would not be included, cheers went up from those present at the
organizing meeting.31 The vote made it clear to trans people that inclusion in
LG activism was not a dependable path to equality and thereby accelerated the
emergence of transgender advocacy.

From Transsexual Menace to Transgender Rights

The three threads of trans identity I defined began to intertwine in the
1980s. By the early 1990s, this process was more-or-less complete, and all three
were increasingly referred to with the single label we use today: “transgender.”
By all accounts, the term “transgender” was popularized by activist Holly
Boswell in a 1991 article in Chrysalis Quarterly, a community periodical published
by the American Educational Gender Informational Service (AEGIS). The
article, titled “The Transgender Alternative,” suggested “transgender” as an
umbrella term for people who identified as transsexual or transvestite, or any-
where in between—a term that “encompasses the entire spectrum.”32

“Transgender” meant “identifying oneself across gender lines,” so each group
could identify with it and, therefore, with one another.33 The term was then
given wider circulation and an explicit political valence by Leslie Feinberg,
whose pivotal 1992 pamphlet, Transgender Liberation: A Movement Whose Time
Has Come, called for a “transgender” movement that would tackle the
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intersecting oppressions experienced by those with non-normative relationships
to gender. As Stryker notes, this “marked both a political and generational dis-
tinction between older transvestite/transsexual/drag terminologies” and newer
conceptualizations of a single “transgender” community.34

A key driver of this intertwining and the political organizing that followed
it was the transvestite conference circuit. The oldest ongoing conference was
Fantasia Fair, which first met in 1975 in Provincetown, Massachusetts as a
week-long retreat for heterosexual male transvestites. Over the 1970s and 1980s,
such conferences proliferated across the country, and by the 1990s “there was
another medium or big regional conference almost every month, year-round,
each with its own distinct regional flavor.”35 They also had broadened their
audience from only male transvestites to include transsexual women and the
occasional trans man.36 Surgeons became more common panel presenters and
event sponsors, and panels increasingly focused on workplace difficulties and
other similar issues. The International Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE)
was launched in 1987 in Boston, holding its first annual conference and launch-
ing the magazine Transgender Tapestry, which became a central forum for trans-
gender thought and commentary. And in 1990, Dallas Denny founded AEGIS
in Atlanta, Georgia, which, in 1991, launched Chrysalis Quarterly and kicked off
the first Southern Comfort conference. Southern Comfort quickly became a fix-
ture of the transgender social calendar and an important national conference
that scaled up the kinds of local meetings held across the country during the pre-
ceding decades, while explicitly courting a “transgender” audience.37

However, as Wilchins recounts, these conferences were social events and
were deliberately apolitical. Trying to capitalize on these tightening national
networks, but orienting them toward political struggle, Texas attorney Phyllis
Frye (who went on to become the first openly transgender judge in the country)
organized the first conference on transgender politics, the International
Conference on Transgender Law and Employment Policy (ICTLEP), in 1991.
In particular, Frye founded ICTLEP to provide an avenue for transgender acti-
vists to develop political change strategies because LGB law groups were closed
to trans people and failed to address transgender legal concerns.38 Conference
participants developed new legal theories, drafted the International Bill of
Gender Rights, and, according to political scientist Paisley Currah, “cement[ed]
the networks that were going to be necessary to put the movement in place.”39

The conference also published proceedings that birthed a flurry of transgender
legal activism, which further connected activists at a national level.

After the 1994 ICTLEP, Frye and fellow activist Karen Kerin travelled to
Washington, DC, where they attempted (unsuccessfully) to speak before the
Senate Hearings on the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), from
which the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) and its coalition partners had omit-
ted transgender people. It became increasingly obvious to Frye and the activists
organized through ICTLEP that the work advanced at the conference needed to
be put into practice in Washington. From October 1994 to March 1995 Sharon
Stuart worked to “pick up the momentum that ICTLEP had generated” and
launch an organization called the Transgender Education and Advocacy
Coalition (TEAC), ultimately convening Frye, Kerin, Riki Wilchins, Jessica
Xavier, and Jane Fee, who had just lobbied Minnesota politicians to enact the
first statewide, transgender-inclusive nondiscrimination law.40 Though the plans
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for TEAC never came to fruition, a number of other groups were created in the
early 1990s. In San Francisco, Anne Ogborn and Susan Stryker launched the
short-lived Transgender Nation in 1992.41 The group came to prominence in
1993, when it protested the annual meeting of the American Psychiatric
Association, demanding the depathologization of transgender identity. In New
York in 1994, Wilchins launched Transexual Menace, inspired by Transgender
Nation, to protest transgender exclusion from the 25th anniversary commemora-
tion of Stonewall.42 By the fall of 1995, over 40 cities had founded Menace
chapters and the Menace had launched its own newsletter, InYourFace! Political
Activism Against Gender Oppression, which was distributed as an insert to other
publications, such as Transgender Tapestry and Chrysalis Quarterly, and became a
clearinghouse for transgender political news.43

The 1990s also saw the emergence of trans male activism across the coun-
try. Of particular significance was the expansion of FTM, which Lou Sullivan
had founded in 1986. After Sullivan’s death in 1991, Jamison Green took over
leadership of the organization. By 1994, Green had grown FTM to a global
organization and, accordingly, changed the name to FTM International. At a
local level, trans male organizations were founded in major cities across the
country, such as FTM Alliance (now Gender Justice LA), founded by Masen
Davis in Los Angeles in the late 1990s.44 As Califia argues, the emergence of a
strong trans male activist community combined with the burgeoning of trans
women-led political organizations around the mid-1990s to “produce a change
in the tone of transgender activism and its agenda,” reorienting activism away
from inclusion in the LGB movement and toward directly affecting the political
system.45

At the same time as these in-person collectives began nationalizing the
work of transgender activism, the internet began to diffuse more widely in the
United States. Activists who had relied on fax to share resources with colleagues
in other states began shifting their correspondence online, which made commu-
nication more immediate and constant.46 Though activists continued to meet at
conferences, the time in between filled with political discussion and organizing,
as well. In 1994, Frye’s email newsletter, “The Phyllabuster” cultivated a larger
network of would-be activists than could meet at conferences and updated them
on the political progress being made in the far reaches of the country.47 That
summer, Gwendolyn Smith, a San Francisco-based journalist, founded an
America Online (AOL) chatroom for trans people called The Gazebo, which
quickly grew to have tens of thousands of unique monthly visitors. The Gazebo
was a safe space in which trans people across the country—most of whom were
not yet “out of the closet”—could express their identities, connect with other
trans people, and become politicized actors. Indeed, many people who became
stalwart figures of the transgender movement were first educated in transgender
politics in The Gazebo or one of the other transgender chatrooms of the early
internet, including Mara Keisling, founder of the National Center for
Transgender Equality.48 This digital networking further contributed to the inde-
pendence of the transgender movement because it enabled organizing outside
the confines of the LGB movement. Led by trans people from outside the “gay
world,” the nationalization of the movement was the result of the networking of
individuals who were based in local political contexts. The LGB movement, in
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contrast, was nationalized through centralized activist organizations like
GLAAD and HRC working in New York, DC, and Los Angeles.

These two national movements—the networked proto-movement of trans-
gender activists across the country and the institutionalized LGB movement
based in major coastal cities—were in constant conflict. At the local level, LGB
organizations pursued statewide nondiscrimination protections that deliberately
excluded transgender people, with only one state—Minnesota—including pro-
tections for gender identity and expression. At the national level, LGB organiza-
tions fought to exclude transgender people from the Employment Non-
Discrimination Act (ENDA), even though a transgender-inclusive version of
the bill had been prepared and was ready for Vermont Senator Jim Jeffords to
introduce. When a number of national transgender leaders met in Houston for
the 1995 ICTLEP, they learned that HRC “pushed their non-transgender-
inclusive version of ENDA through for introduction in Congress,” and it
became clear once more that the LGB movement was not an ally.49 Online
organizing kicked into high gear and increasing numbers of previously apolitical
trans people joined the digital movement, denouncing HRC and mobilizing sup-
portive local LGB communities to oppose the national LGB organizations. By
September, HRC called a meeting with transgender activists, including Frye,
Kerin, Stuart, Wilchins, and Xavier, which resulted in an agreement for Xavier
and Stuart to work with Chai Feldblum, the author of HRC’s version of ENDA,
to draft an amendment to the bill that would add protections for gender iden-
tity.50 HRC pledged not to oppose the amendment if it were introduced, but
stopped short of agreeing to “work for, support, or even recommend” its intro-
duction.51 That burden fell to trans people, so the next month over 100 trans
people and allies from 35 states convened for a two-day lobbying event in DC
to push for the amendment’s introduction.52 Unfortunately, though, without
the support of a national organization, their efforts failed to persuade any legisla-
tors to propose the amendment. That November, the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force (now the National LGBTQ Task Force) presented Frye with an
award for her work for a trans-inclusive ENDA, but the gesture was empty. Not
until 1999 did the Task Force finally decide to oppose a trans-exclusive ENDA
and to refuse to work toward the passage of any bill that wasn’t trans-inclu-
sive—two years after the National Organization for Women had adopted a reso-
lution proclaiming unqualified support for transgender rights.53

By this point, the need for an institutionalized national transgender move-
ment—beyond the local activism happening around the country and the net-
worked activism afforded by the internet—was clear.54 Leading transgender
activists, many of whom had been involved in ICTLEP (though, notably, not
including Frye), and leaders of major transgender organizations like AEGIS,
FTM International, and Tri-Ess gathered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania in
November 1996.55 The gathered activists agreed to establish an organization
called the Gender Public Advocacy Coalition (GenderPAC) “to educate society
on transgender issues and to advance a legislative agenda in Congress.”56 The
founding board, impressed by Wilchins’s work leading Transexual Menace and
by an impassioned speech she had given at the previous year’s Be-All conference
on the need for national political change, appointed her its executive director.57

GenderPAC launched its mission by taking over the job of organizing
national lobby days, which Frye, Kerin, and Wilchins had been leading
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themselves. In May 1997, about 60 activists convened in DC to once more
lobby for transgender-inclusive legislation—most crucially ENDA, which
Congress, with the support of HRC, was still considering without transgender
protections.58 As a new organization without recognition on Capitol Hill and
without the leadership of Frye, GenderPAC was dependent upon HRC for
access to congressional offices and training on how to lobby. HRC convinced
GenderPAC to lobby for including transgender protections in the Hate Crimes
Statistics Act rather than focus on ENDA.59 Over the next few years,
GenderPAC continued lobbying alongside other transgender organizations and
activists for trans-inclusion in the Hate Crimes Statistics Act and ENDA but
failed to make progress. Then, at the end of 1999, GenderPAC shifted focus
entirely, advancing a mission of “gender rights.”60 This new perspective decen-
tered transgender people in favor of a dedication to freeing all people from the
pressure to conform to gender stereotypes—from the football jock who is repri-
manded for crying after a loss to the butch lesbian who is told to dress more fem-
ininely at work.61 The recently placed cornerstone of the national transgender
movement, organized around a new collective transgender identity, was no lon-
ger dedicated to transgender rights, and the movement needed to regroup.

Making the Modern Movement

Though GenderPAC wouldn’t formally dissolve until 2009, it imploded in
2001. Tensions had been mounting as trans community leaders critiqued
GenderPAC both for its failure to combat HRC’s endorsement of a trans-
exclusive ENDA and for its perceived abandonment of the transgender com-
munity it was meant to represent.62 The major focus of this latter criticism was
GenderPAC’s insistence on universalizing the struggle for “gender rights” and,
in doing so, making transgender rights no longer about transgender people.
Fights over this new direction advanced by Wilchins raged among the board of
directors, which included leaders of several transgender social groups, commun-
ity leaders, and accomplished advocates.63 Seeing the lack of support for her
new vision, Wilchins reincorporated the organization as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization (rather than as a political action committee) and pushed the few
remaining community leaders on the board—including Donna Cartwright and
Liz Seaton—to resign.64 Wilchins then replaced most of them, as well as the
managing director, with cisgender members.65

The fallout continued as the Spring 2001 issue of Transgender Tapestry pub-
lished several editorials—including from former board members Denny and
Cartwright—denouncing GenderPAC and enumerating the behind-the-scenes
machinations of the board.66 Attempting neutrality in its portrayal of the crisis,
Tapestry published an interview with GenderPAC’s new managing director,
Gina Reiss, but her answers only confirmed the criticisms levied by former board
members:

[A]s a lesbian who’s always being challenged because of how she looks, acts and
dresses, gender has always been my issue. And none of [the existing transgender
advocacy] groups felt like they were addressing it adequately. . . . GenderPAC’s
post-identity approach suited me well.67
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The issue crushed whatever standing GenderPAC had retained among the com-
munity and, as Park noted, without the support of the community the organiza-
tion had no grounds on which to advocate for trans people. Since leaders from
other transgender organizations had been purged from the board, GenderPAC
lacked the support of the movement it was meant to lead, effectively casting it
out altogether.

The collapse of GenderPAC left both a power vacuum and a bevy of advo-
cacy needs for the community. This led to a flourishing of transgender organiza-
tions across the country, including the Transgender Law and Policy Institute
(TLPI), founded in New York City in 2001 by Kylar Broadus, Paisley Currah,
Jennifer Levi, Shannon Minter, and Liz Seaton as a clearinghouse for transgen-
der political information; the Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP), founded in
New York City in 2002 by transgender attorney Dean Spade as a direct legal
services organization for low-income trans people and trans people of color; the
Transgender Law Center (TLC), founded in San Francisco, California in 2002
by Dylan Vade and Chris Daley as a state-wide direct legal services and public
policy advocacy organization; the Transgender Legal Defense and Education
Fund (TLDEF), founded in New York City in 2003 by Michael Silverman as a
litigation and legal advocacy organization; and the National Center for
Transgender Equality (NCTE), founded in Washington, DC in 2003 by Mara
Keisling as a public policy and political advocacy organization for the transgen-
der rights movement.68 The activists who founded these organizations—many of
whom had left GenderPAC or been disappointed in GenderPAC’s failure to
represent their needs—joined with other activists across the country in the
National Transgender Advocacy Coalition (NTAC), which had been founded
in 1999 as a loose network of mostly local transgender organizations who shared
information and coordinated strategies.69 Beyond NTAC, the founders of these
organizations formed friend-based coalitions, speaking often to strategize and
navigate the uncertain early years of the burgeoning movement.70

Of these new organizations, NCTE emerged early on—already by 2005—as
leader of the modern transgender movement.71 NCTE became, to borrow
Nownes’ phrasing, “the dean of transgender rights organizations.”72 In large part
this had to do with founder Mara Keisling’s professional competencies, her con-
nections to other leading activists, and her efforts to cultivate a national net-
work of support. One major supporter was Frye, who ordained Keisling as
successor to her legacy of political leadership—an honor she had withheld from
Wilchins.73 Keisling also had the support of several other trans political leaders,
including former GenderPAC board members like Cartwright, and was well
connected to the small network of DC insiders working on transgender policy.
Keisling had made her name within transgender political advocacy at a local
level, running the Statewide Pennsylvania Rights Coalition (SPARC), which
pushed for trans-inclusion in the state hate crimes bill, among other legislative
lobbying activities.74 She then travelled to various conferences, sharing her
experiences and meeting with other activists to deepen networks of support.

At one conference in 2001, Creating Change, several transgender advocates
including Keisling, Cartwright, Currah, and Minter gathered for a day-long
institute. There Keisling was introduced by Cartwright to Lisa Mottet, a cisgen-
der lesbian working at the Task Force.75 Mottet had started working at the Task
Force in 2001, where she established the organization’s Transgender Civil
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Rights Project. Her work consisted primarily of drafting a trans-inclusive alterna-
tive to ENDA and advocating for trans-inclusion in the federal Hate Crimes
bill, and she was the first lawyer in DC whose full-time job was working on
transgender rights.76 Mottet, like Cartwright, was impressed by Keisling and the
two convinced her to move to DC and found NCTE.77 From there Keisling
worked to earn buy-in from prominent advocates to serve as board members and
supporters, including: Cartwright, who served as the first board chair; Diego
Sanchez, a trans man and prominent figure in the Massachusetts Democratic
Party, who would go on to serve as Senior Policy Advisor to Congressman
Barney Frank; Andy Marra, an Asian-American trans woman from New York,
who would go on to serve as executive director of TLDEF; Amanda Simpson, a
corporate leader at the major defense contractor Raytheon, who went on to
become the first transgender political appointee when President Obama
appointed her to the Department of Defense; and Masen Davis, who ran FTM
Alliance in Los Angeles and went on to become executive director of TLC and
then CEO of the LGBT advocacy organization Freedom for All Americans;
among others.

Within a few years of NCTE’s existence, it had become widely recognized
as the leading national organization. GenderPAC continued to exist in name
but was quickly displaced in the eyes of both policymakers and LGB organiza-
tions as the authority on transgender issues, causing significant resentment
among its members. After some discussion, Wilchins and Keisling reached an
uneasy detente, agreeing at least not to undermine one another’s efforts.78 This
ultimately served NCTE’s interests by clearing any real opposition to its leader-
ship, but it did nothing to staunch GenderPAC’s hemorrhaging reputation.
NCTE’s emergence also elicited hostility from NTAC, which quickly saw its
standing as the national hub for advocacy across the country slip away.79 In part
this was because NTAC was, according to Sanchez, “conceptually giant, deliver-
ably tiny.”80 That is, as a network of activists scattered across the country organ-
ized primarily by phone and email communication, NTAC lacked the unified
vision, material infrastructure, and sheer physical proximity to decision makers
required for national political work. Thus, once NCTE was operating in DC
and it became clear it could be more effective than NTAC, most of NTAC’s
supporters shifted their efforts to advancing NCTE.81 With Frye retired from
transgender activism, GenderPAC’s reputation tarnished, NTAC’s support
diminished, and NCTE at the crest of a wave of new transgender rights organiza-
tions, the guard had changed, and a new national movement had been
established.

In part this new national movement succeeded because of the work
Keisling put in to ensure that, though NCTE was based in DC, it was suffi-
ciently connected to trans communities and organizations across the country.
The first step was recruiting a founding board that represented key centers of
transgender power across the country.82 But beyond the board, Keisling worked
to establish grassroots support. She spent the organization’s first years traveling,
meeting with local transgender groups and LGBT community centers in cities
across the country, soliciting individual donations (which she insisted should
comprise more than half of the organization’s financial support), and meeting
with advocates at local conferences.83 NCTE also publicized their work in local
support group newsletters, the radio shows and blogs of transgender “thought
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leaders,” and the national transgender periodicals to build local support among
advocates and community members they failed to reach through Keisling’s trav-
els.84 Keisling then formalized this network of local supporters in NCTE’s
national advisory board, which involved roughly 60 of these supporters in
NCTE’s decision-making processes. As Mottet noted, this “feedback mecha-
nism” kept NCTE responsive to the community it represented, embedded it in
the work being done in every state, and “created real legitimacy” for the fledg-
ling organization.

NCTE’s approach to national networking centered the organization in the
emerging national movement, but it was not the totality of the movement.
Instead, the movement emerged as a field of interacting and collaborating organ-
izations consisting of the cohort founded in the same 2001–03 period as NCTE.
These organizations, including TLPI, SRLP, TLC, and TLDEF, formed what
Cartwright called a “satellite ring” around NCTE, and their interdependencies
permitted them to be a self-sustained movement independent of LGB organiza-
tions.85 Of course, the Task Force was an LGBT organization (if only in name),
but its participation in transgender advocacy occurred almost exclusively
through its financial sponsorship of NCTE and Mottet’s collaborations with
Keisling and other transgender advocates.86 More central were collaborations
among the transgender movement organizations, working toward various policy
objectives at state and national levels, and often in direct opposition to LGB
organizations.87 For example, when Gay City News published an article on June
13, 2003 reporting that Congressman Barney Frank would exclude transgender
people from the HRC-endorsed ENDA bill he sponsored, and reproducing dis-
paraging comments Frank had made about trans-inclusion efforts, NCTE and
TLPI issued a media advisory announcing a conference call to be held on June
17 addressing the issue.88 The advisory was circulated to a number of LG media
outlets—including Gay City News and outlets in New York, Philadelphia,
Seattle, DC, Boston, Chicago, and elsewhere—and the two organizations coor-
dinated talking points, dividing scripted comments and prepared answers to
anticipated questions between Keisling and TLPI’s Paisley Currah.89 The collab-
oration positioned these organizations as representatives of their own move-
ment, speaking to a community with which they sought to establish coalitional
goodwill.90

Indeed, much of the new transgender movement’s independent operations
focused on transforming the policy positions and advocacy practices of the LGB
movement. This was largely driven by the pragmatic need for institutional
power to affect the political system. As a movement newer and less resourced
than the LGB movement, the trans movement could more effectively win
change by making LGB advocacy trans-inclusive.91 Early successes came via the
pioneering work of Minter at the National Center for Lesbian Rights and Levi
at Gay and Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD, now GLBTQ Legal
Advocates & Defenders), who transformed the missions of their organizations
and secured significant transgender legal victories with these LGB organizations’
resources. But as the largest LGB movement organization and the main driver
behind federal gay rights legislation, HRC was the ultimate target of the trans
movement’s inclusion efforts. However, leaders of the movement realized that so
long as a number of other organizations remained LGB-focused without includ-
ing trans people, HRC would not change. Thus, transgender activists focused on
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organizations like Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network (GLSEN) and
the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association (NLGJA), convincing
them to change their mission statements to include trans people so as to isolate
HRC as the lone trans-exclusive standout.92

Once HRC was sufficiently isolated, its executive director, Elizabeth Birch,
bent to pressure and invited transgender movement leaders including Currah,
Jamison Green, Keisling, Minter, Mottet, Donna Rose, and Seaton to address
HRC’s board of directors in August 2004.93 Later that same month, the board of
directors voted to support ENDA only if it were trans-inclusive moving forward,
and the organization changed its mission statement to include trans people.
These were small victories, though, considering HRC made no such promises
about any of its other legislative and policy work.94 Moreover, even after HRC
included transgender people in its mission statement, its lobbyists’ commitment
to trans inclusion remained superficial. When they met with congressional staff
alongside representatives from transgender movement organizations (most often
NCTE), they professed their support for trans-inclusive legislation, but in pri-
vate meetings with those same congressional staff people, they often denied that
support.95 The transgender movement organizations, for their part, were aware
of the tenuous relationship they had with the LGB movement and self-
consciously worked toward inclusion in LGB policy advocacy even as they con-
tinued to build their own movement power and policy positions. As Keisling
explained,

We were insisting on there being a trans movement and we were insisting on
the gay rights movement being an LGBT movement—and that the T be a real
part of it. . . That LGBT organizations exist, but that there be trans organiza-
tions. That we were working for access according to gender identity and expres-
sion to facilities, and we were working for gender neutral facilities. That we
were working for the ability to change ID documents based on your identity
and working to get gender and sex markers off of ID documents.96

The transgender movement tried to derive as much benefit from the LGB move-
ment as possible, but transgender movement success wouldn’t look like LGB
movement success, and so it needed to stand on its own two feet.

Much of the work of getting the transgender movement on its own two feet
was accomplished by earning recognition from other civil rights and identity-
based movements. NCTE and its allied organizations successfully worked to per-
suade leaders in the women’s movement, for example, to vocally support pro-
transgender policy change and for trans-inclusion in legislation protecting
women and sexual minorities.97 NCTE in particular further shored up recogni-
tion from and relationships with these allied movements for the transgender
movement by advocating vocally for the policies these movements were pushing
for, even if the relevance to trans people was not immediately evident.98 This
work became a crucial investment for the trans movement when bills like the
Hate Crimes Prevention Act were introduced and the Anti-Defamation League
endorsed trans-inclusion in the bill, or when transgender organizations sought to
join the famed Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, a coalition
of over 200 national organizations across various rights movements.99 NCTE’s
active involvement in fighting for policies important to many member
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organizations increased support for its admission to the Conference. Once
NCTE joined the Conference, transgender issues became a new focus not only
for transgender movement organizations and the small number of trans-inclusive
LGB movement organizations, but also for hundreds of newly allied organiza-
tions across the country.100 The transgender movement was now a legitimate
form of political advocacy in the United States, recognized as its own independ-
ent, autonomous field.

Turning LGB into LGBT (While Keeping an Independent T)

It would be easy to see the emerging independent transgender movement’s
work to increase trans-inclusion among LGB organizations as an effort to forge a
coalition with the LGB movement, especially when considering the similar
work transgender organizations did to ensure trans-inclusion among other civil
rights groups. However, the true aim wasn’t coalition, but hybridity; that is,
transgender advocates wanted to be equal members in a truly LGBT movement
even as they maintained their status as an autonomous movement. Indeed, over
the early years of NCTE, many of the group’s efforts centered on pressuring LGB
organizations to take up transgender issues and increase the inclusion of trans-
gender people on their staffs. Much of this work was conducted via media, using
local LGB newspapers, radio stations, blogs, and other outlets to increase LGB
support for trans people within communities and state-wide advocacy groups.101

From NCTE’s perspective, increasing trans-inclusivity among LGB groups across
the country would pressure national organizations to follow suit. NCTE also
used local DC media to hit national LGB groups at home, appearing promi-
nently in publications they would read. For example, Keisling was interviewed
in a 2004 issue of Metro Weekly, a free LGB newspaper in DC In the interview,
Keisling discussed the importance of “‘T’ be[ing] included in LGBT,” arguing
“We’re all one community and we’re all being attacked by the same forces and
the more of us who stand together, the better,” and chastising those who would
argue otherwise.102

Beyond media, NCTE built relationships with LGB groups to increase their
trans competencies and encourage trans-inclusion. The most consistent relation-
ship was with the Task Force, as Keisling and Mottet pursued the vast majority
of their work in concert.103 But NCTE was only one organization incubated by
the Task Force; the National Stonewall Democratic Federation (a national
organization for the LGBT Democratic caucus) and the National Association of
LGBT Community Centers (eventually renamed CenterLink) rented office
space in the Task Force’s building alongside NCTE, and Keisling formed rela-
tionships with their respective directors, Dave Noble and Sheila Healy. As a tri-
umvirate of executive directors of small organizations in close proximity,
Keisling, Noble, and Healy supported each other, and Noble and Healy made
their organizations stalwart allies for both NCTE specifically and transgender-
inclusion in the LGB(T) movement more generally. Beyond the Task Force
office building, Keisling established collaborations with Equality Federation, a
San Francisco-based LGBT policy advocacy organization, and GLSEN, a New
York-based organization focusing on LGBT issues in K–12 education, to help
make transgender issues a priority.104 Building on these relationships, NCTE
and the Task Force co-published a series of reports and guides on how LGB
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movement organizations could improve their trans-inclusive practices, setting
new standards for the expanding LGBT movement.105

By 2007, when Congressman Frank introduced a new version of ENDA,
several national (and most local) “LGB” groups had become earnestly “LGBT”
organizations. Even HRC lobbied in favor of an ENDA that included protec-
tions for gender identity and expression that spring.106 In September, however,
Frank split ENDA into two separate bills: one that included only sexual orienta-
tion and one that included only gender identity and expression. His justification
was a sexual-orientation-only bill might earn enough votes to pass, but trans-
inclusion would drive away key supporters.107 With no chances of passing as a
bill protecting only gender expression and identity, splitting ENDA was a calcu-
lated act of leaving trans people behind. This decision tested newly “LGBT”
organizations’ commitment to that change and put the transgender movement
in a position to determine once and for all whether it could be excluded from
the LGB(T) alliance system.

HRC reneged immediately, throwing its support behind the transgender-
exclusive ENDA bill. When the news hit, Keisling, Mottet, and Noble were
gathered at the Task Force and they set to work implementing Mottet’s signa-
ture strategy of “the cheese stands alone,” a reference to the nursery rhyme “The
Farmer in the Dell,” in which the members of the farmer’s household and a ser-
ies of animals are sequentially removed until only the cheese remains. The strat-
egy entailed completely isolating the target so it would be forced to defend its
position without allies.108 The first move was to appeal to Tammy Baldwin, the
only other out gay legislator, to make Frank the sole LGBT person in Congress
supporting a bill that left trans people behind. The appeal took the form of a let-
ter expressing that LGBT advocates and communities across the country
opposed abandoning trans people. Keisling, Mottet, and Noble called several
leaders from other groups, securing seven agreements to sign the letter.109 As
word spread, more groups called Keisling to pledge signatures. Within 48 hours,
over 100 organizations from around the country signed.110 Within a week,
roughly 300 groups had pledged their support to a trans-inclusive ENDA.111

With a critical mass of LGBT organizations across the country dedicated to
passing a trans-inclusive bill, Noble pushed for a coordinated campaign, which
the Stonewall Democrats and CenterLink helped lead.112 Leaders from the
approximately 300 LGBT groups Keisling, Noble, and Mottet had organized
joined a series of phone calls, on one of which Nadine Smith, executive director
of Equality Florida, named the coalition United ENDA.113 The campaign
focused on mobilizing political action at national and local levels to isolate
Frank and HRC. Activists from the Transgender Law Center and the National
Center for Lesbian Rights, for example, engaged in local activism in San
Francisco to pressure Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi to oppose the trans-
exclusive bill.114 For her part, Keisling toured the country giving speeches to
local LGBT social and political groups to mobilize grassroots support for a trans-
inclusive bill, particularly among the LG sector of the community.115

But United ENDA realized it couldn’t rely only on mobilizing sympathetic
groups; it also needed strategic communications to inspire resistance among
those not already sympathetic to trans-inclusion and to create a groundswell of
opposition to HRC and the trans-exclusive ENDA bill. NCTE, for instance,
cultivated a more prominent public image for Keisling via Twitter to capitalize
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on the personalized communication style the platform afforded.116 They also
secured targeted presence in local gay media outlets to inform individual mem-
bers of the LGBT community about HRC’s betrayal of trans people.117 Other
organizations participating in United ENDA developed robust media strategies,
too, including the Task Force, which published editorials in LGBT and main-
stream press outlets, placed feature stories on issues of transgender discrimination
in communities where prominent instances of such discrimination had hap-
pened, and worked with “opinion leaders, community leaders, straight allied
organizations and other entities . . . to magnify the public education messaging”
about the need for a trans-inclusive ENDA.118

United ENDA failed to force a re-merging of the two bills, and the trans-
exclusive version passed the House of Representatives before being defeated in
the Senate. But the campaign achieved something more significant: it ensured
the trans-inclusivity of the LGBT movement moving forward. HRC’s standing
in the community and among movement organizations suffered, and the organi-
zation reversed course yet again to advocate solely for trans-inclusive legislation.
Other LGBT groups that might have entertained omitting transgender people
from their advocacy saw what the consequences would be.119 The Democratic
Party also took the lesson, quickly incorporating transgender advocates into
their policy agenda. Most significantly, Chair of the Democratic National
Committee Howard Dean appointed NCTE founding board member Diego
Sanchez to the DNC Platform Committee. In that capacity, Sanchez secured
the inclusion of gender identity in nondiscrimination protections as a party pri-
ority. In Sanchez’s words, the “gender identity part was no problem in the room
because it followed the United ENDA exclamations of ‘don’t you dare think
about taking out trans people.’”120 And in symbolic apology for his actions on
ENDA, Frank hired Sanchez as a senior policy advisor.

Thus, United ENDA was successful for several reasons. First, NCTE’s lead-
ership of United ENDA made it not only the symbolic and material leader of
the transgender movement, but also a central player within the now-trans-
inclusive LGBT movement. At the same time, the contentious politics of the
campaign ensured that transgender activists remained committed to preserving
their own organizations and sustaining their own movement. As transgender vis-
ibility increased and transgender policy battles became more common in the fol-
lowing years, these factors came to shape the movement’s approach to
navigating the LGBT alliance system in important ways.

Conclusion

In her post to NCTE’s Medium page on January 6, 2018, Keisling reflected
on the accomplishments the organization had achieved in the fifteen years since
its inception. As she recounted, “a Pennsylvania state senator [once] told me
that I should be pleased to meet with him, because five years earlier he wouldn’t
have even let me in his office.”121 Now, just over fifteen years since NCTE’s
founding, transgender Americans have a seat at the table, whether in the DC
congressional offices of their representatives, as representatives in their own
right on city councils and school boards across the country, or as legislators in
the Colorado, Delaware, New Hampshire, and Virginia General Assemblies.
These changes are the hard-won victories of transgender activism. But whereas
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much of the extant historiography of the transgender movement has focused on
the local activism, less attention has been paid to the work that went into build-
ing and sustaining a national movement for transgender rights in the United
States. This article has sought to address that lacuna in transgender movement
history and, in doing so, demonstrate that the national transgender movement
emerged separately from the LGB movement and developed parallel to, and
often in conflict with, it.

Ending the history of the origin and development of the national transgen-
der rights movement with the United ENDA campaign may give the impression
that the transgender movement simply merged into the LGBT movement,
within which it became an inside agitator to ensure LGBT organizations
addressed transgender issues. Yet this is not the case. Contemporary sociological
research makes clear that the transgender movement has maintained independ-
ence and autonomy, even as LGBT organizations have attempted to claim
“ownership” over transgender issues and, in doing so, displace transgender organ-
izations.122 As such, the complex process of hybridization analyzed in this article
has endured in the form and function of the contemporary trans rights move-
ment. The analysis presented here not only clarifies our empirical understanding
of the origins and development of the national transgender movement, but also
offers a new lens through which to understand both historical and contemporary
dynamics within the LGBT alliance system.
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